TVU Remote Commentator Data Sheet

TVU Remote Commentator
Advantages
Huge cost savings - no travel, no special equipment and no master
control room needed
Synchronized, broadcast quality audio delivered in real time
Scalable across any geographical location
Cloud based intuitive solution gets you started in minutes
Localized real time commentary to engage fans from around the world

Synchronized Real Time
Commentary from Any
Location Over Public Internet.
Deliver perfectly synced, highest quality audio commentary
from anywhere to a world wide audience at a fraction of
the cost. Even add voice overs to recorded content.

TVU Remote Commentator Data Sheet

Features

File based Workflow

VFB from Receiver SDI Input

Easily add commentary for any live events even when the event

Simply select any feed coming from TVU Receivers SDI IN and
integrate it with your broadcast facility.

and commentators are on different parts of the world. The file
based workflow also helps you upload files to add voice overs
for recorded content.

Audio Mixer
Get extraordinary audio with web based audio mixer for level

Schedule Service

control, audio channel mapping on SDI OUT, recording, and mute/

Effortlessly create events with predetermined start and end

unmute.

time, VFB source and channel output selection.

No Special Equipment

Group Creation
Create groups based on language and generate independent
links for each group. Participants on same group can
communicate (audio/video) with each other.

Simple integration with TVU Anywhere and PC browser (Google
Chrome), requires no special equipment.

Cloud Based
Push to Talk
Designed specifically for event and sport commentators, TVU
Remote Commentator has a push to talk functionality that
allows independent audio control for communication and LIVE
commentary.

Sessions are created and managed on the cloud which eliminates
the need for expensive hardware or software.
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